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Announcements 

Habitable Worlds 2021 Virtual Conference
February 22–26, 2021

Your expertise from your discipline is needed to help shape the future

study of habitability and detectability of life on exoplanets! The goal of this

NExSS workshop is to identify opportunities and obstacles to cross-

disciplinary collaboration on the questions of what makes planets

habitable, and life on them detectable. For more information, please see:

https://aas.org/meetings/aastcs8/habitable. 

Abstract Deadline: December 9

The NExSS QuantHab workshop series aims to advance

the NExSS community toward a quantitative framework

for assessing the surface habitability of extrasolar

planets. The first workshop will combine review talks

with the latest science highlights, and will also include

discussion sessions to coordinate the science working

group’s work. The workshop will consists of three 3 hour-

long sessions scheduled for December 14, 16, and 17.

More information on the workshop, its program,

registration and abstract submission can be found at

http://eos-nexus.org/quanthab-mini-workshop-1/ or at

the NExSS Slack workspace’s #quanthab-swg channel.

Participation is free, but registration is required.

Registration is open until December 11 and abstract
submission closes on December 8.

Abstract Deadline: December 8
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Quantitative Habitability Workshop
December 14–17, 2020

https://aas.org/meetings/aastcs8/habitable
http://eos-nexus.org/quanthab-mini-workshop-1/
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Students in the Exploration Science Summer Intern Program will

be involved in activities that support missions to the Moon that

utilize the Orion crew vehicle, the Deep Space Gateway, a crew

lander, and robotic assets on the lunar surface. Activities may

involve assessments of landing sites and traverse plans for

multiple destinations that are responsive to NASA objectives. The

paid program is open to graduate students in geology, planetary

science, planetary astronomy, and related topics. The 10-week

program runs from June 1, 2021 through August 6, 2021. 

For more information:

https://www.lpi.usra.edu/exploration_intern/?view=program

Exploration Science Summer Intern Program at
the Lunar & Planetary Institute 

Application deadline: January 15, 2021
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The 237th American Astronomical Society Meeting
January 11–15, 2021

The 237th meeting has gone fully virtual! Join the global astronomy
community for this dynamic online experience, and keep your eyes and 
ears open for social events brought to you by NExSS!

Registration deadline: January 6
https://aas.org/meetings/aas237

Exoplanet Virtual Talk Calendar

The NASA Exoplanet Science Institute (NExScI) is now maintaining a
monthly calendar of exoplanet talks.  This could be a great way for a
speaker and/or a department to make a broader impact in the
exoplanet community in today’s world. If your institution is interested,
please have your department’s colloquium organizer or appropriate
designee fill out the Google form on the NExScI website.  Once
approved, the talk will appear on our Virtual Exoplanet Talk website
and listed in our Google calendar.

https://nexsci.caltech.edu/missions/remote_exoplanets.shtml

https://www.lpi.usra.edu/exploration_intern/?view=program
https://aas.org/meetings/aas237
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe12L6iSIejpZORnotXHTkr32iS06Bnumq37IRY30N4o7I9GA/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1
https://nexsci.caltech.edu/missions/remote_exoplanets.shtml


Special Announcement:
DR. JESSICA NOVIELLO IS THE NEW NEXSS

POSTDOCTORAL MANAGEMENT FELLOW!

Q: What is your background?

By training I am a planetary geologist. My PhD
research focused on Jupiter's icy moon Europa and
the small-scale features (<12 km in diameter) on its
surface, which I called microfeatures. The big
questions behind these are how they formed and
what relationship, if any, they have with Europa's
subsurface ocean. One particular feature type,
chaos, has been linked to liquid water because of its
appearance, which suggests the ice melted, shifted,
and then refroze. The problem is that the Galileo
mission of the late 1990s sent back pictures of only
10% of the planet's surface at resolutions where we
can see these microfeatures (~220 m/px). It's hard to
generalize how they form with such sparse data, so I
worked out a methodology to quantify these
microfeatures' characteristics and locate and classify
them fairly accurately in low-resolution (>1 km/px)
imaging. Doing this work I also learned a lot about
statistical analyses, and I consider statistics a
secondary field of expertise for me (although I
recognize there's still much more to learn!). In my
postdoc at ASU, I've worked with Dr. Steve Desch to
study the dwarf planet Haumea's interior structure
and thermal evolution to figure out how its
remarkably fast spin-rate might have changed over
time. We're writing up the results of that work now.

NExSS is pleased to announce that Dr. Jessica Noviello will be joining the management team as the
official NASA/NExSS NPMP. Dr. Noviello is already known to you all as the head of our Science
Communications Working Group. She begins her position with NExSS on January 11, 2021 and debut
at the 237th AAS Conference. She will work at the Goddard Space Flight Center under the advisement
of Drs. Shawn Domagal-Goldman, Dawn Gelino, and Vikki Meadows. Get to know Jessica and say
hello to her on Slack or Twitter @jessicanoviello!

Q: How do you feel about joining the NExSS
management team?

It's 80% excitement and 20% nervousness about it
all, I think! I'm excited because it's going to be my
first real research opportunity in exoplanets, which
is a scientific field I've wanted to learn more about
for a while. I'm equally excited to help  with running
NExSS meetings and conferences, helping the
teams and working groups however I can, and
expanding our science communications efforts.
The nerves are there too because I am relatively
new to exoplanets and I know there's going to be a
lot to learn. The amount of new research that
comes from NExSS and the expanse of the
members' collective knowledge  are staggering. I'm
putting a lot of pressure on myself to keep up with
it all, but I'm up for the challenge! 
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Background continued: In terms of management,
most of it comes from internships, jobs, and
volunteering that I've done in the past decade.
When I was an undergraduate at Johns Hopkins, I
spent one summer as an intern in the project
management office of a government contractor,
and I learned a lot about the documentation and
processes of project management. While I was at
my campus job, I worked up to be in charge of
technical documentation and project organization
for the division I worked in. Currently I serve on the
National Board of Directors of my sorority, Delta Xi
Phi Multicultural Sorority, Inc., as the national
executive treasurer. That position requires an
enormous amount of attention to detail and
communication, especially regarding large
purchases and budgeting, but it also requires the
sorority to put a lot of trust in me that I will do what I
promise to do. I take that responsibility seriously. I
know with NExSS I'll have my hands full, but I feel
ready to take it on because I've been well-trained
for it.

Q: What are you most looking forward to about
this new job?

NExSS thrives on interdisciplinary research. I come
from an interdisciplinary department, so I'm very
comfortable with the out-of-the-box, cross-disciplinary
thinking that happens on these teams. I'm looking
forward to being able to offer and provide support for
them as they navigate the thorny questions that define
their research objectives. I will always be willing to
listen to problems and do all that I can to resolve
them. Another thing I want to focus on is expanding
and improving our mentoring practices within NExSS,
especially to minoritized communities who face extra
obstacles in their science careers. I think we as a
group can do a lot of good to make exoplanet science
more diverse, equitable, inclusive, and accessible, and
I want to help lead those efforts.

NPMP Announcement

Continued
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Jessica on a paleontology dig of a 2.4 million 
year-old camel near Safford, AZ

Jessica poses with friends Emilie Dunham and
Steve Desch after running the Hot Chocolate

15k race in 2018



Q: What is so interesting to you about science
communication?

My science communication work is very important to me
because I believe as scientists we have an obligation to
share our work with everyone, and it's also fun to do!
The best part is interacting with people who genuinely
want to know more about a topic. I love their
enthusiasm. I know that they're going to ask me the
hardest questions because they will think about things
at a high level and ask me about fundamental details. I
have to be clever about how I respond to them in a way
that's accessible to them, which is not easy to do on the
fly! I've done talks for astronomy clubs, the Arizona
Natural History Museum, and to students through
Skype a Scientist, and they've all been wonderful
experiences. Beyond just enjoying it, there's a lot of
mistrust in scientists nowadays, and the best way to
fight that is to build up relationships with the public
through small, honest interactions. Every person I talk
to is another person who will remember that scientists
are people too, and next time they'll be more open to
hearing more.

Q: What do you spend time on when you're not
working?

Lately it's not so much as I'd like, but I keep myself
busy. While I've been in Arizona, I've gotten involved
with the Southwest Paleontological Society and have
been out on a couple of weekend-long paleontology
digs, and it's been wonderful to explore remote parts of
Arizona while literally digging up its natural history. I run
often, but it's mostly because I like doing races and I
need to train for those. I prefer hiking, riding horses,
and doing martial arts! 

I read a lot of non-fiction books, especially
about animals, and like to watch nature
documentaries. I'm a big fan of metal music, but
I also play piano and alto saxophone, and I
have some experience playing jazz.

Q: Any final thoughts?

I can't wait to meet all of
you and to start working

for NExSS!
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From a young age, Dr. Michael “Mike” L. Wong, not to be

confused with Dr. Michael H. Wong, was always

interested scientific topics. Inspired by popular science

fiction, Mike became fascinated by the idea of life in the

universe. As an undergraduate student at UC Berkeley,

Mike searched for ways to incorporate his

extraterrestrial passions in research. 

INTERVIEW WITH

DR. MICHAEL L. WONG

That led Mike to majoring in planetary science. He then

followed this path to graduate school at the California

Institute of Technology. Working on topics unrelated to

astrobiology, Mike knew he needed a change. 

“Midway through graduate school, I felt
unhappy and that I needed to pursue the
questions I cared most about: ‘Where did

we come from?’ and ‘Are we alone?’ I had a
heart-to-heart with my advisor, Professor
Yuk Yung. He then introduced me to Dr.
Michael Russell from JPL, which got me

into origin of life research by applying my
expertise in atmospheric modeling.” 

Mike was finally doing astrobiology research. That work

led him to his postdoctoral position at an institution that

actually has an astrobiology program, the University of

Washington. Now, working with Professor Victoria

Meadows in the Virtual Planetary Laboratory (VPL), Mike

spends his time running his numerical models that

simulate the chemistry and physics of exoplanetary

atmospheres. “I want to understand how the different

spectral energy distributions of other types of stars

impact the chemistry of their planets.” The numerical

models he uses to investigate this problem can take

hours and sometimes days to run. Meanwhile, you can

find Mike mentoring students and reading papers on a

wide range of astrobiology topics.

“Because astrobiology is so
interdisciplinary, I think it is so important to
read papers that are related to my research,
but slightly outside my field. I want to know

what’s going on in the other fields.”

“At UC Berkeley, like many universities,
astrobiology isn’t a major, so I figured if I
couldn’t study aliens, I’d do the next best

thing, which is to study where aliens
might live.” 
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Dr. Michael L. Wong is a postdoctoral researcher at
the University of Washington in the Department of
Astronomy and the Astrobiology Program, and
member of the NASA NExSS Virtual Planetary
Laboratory.

Written by: Pilar Vergeli

http://web.gps.caltech.edu/~mlwong/index.html
https://astro.berkeley.edu/people/michael-h-wong/


As a member of the NExSS community, Mike is grateful

for the connections he’s made with other astrobiologists

interested in exoplanets. “At the 2017 Habitable Worlds

Conference in 2017, I really loved that instead of

auditorium seating, there were round tables that

encouraged discussion.” Generally speaking, small

conferences are a great avenue to network in an organic

fashion and many people walk away with friends and

pleasant experiences. A favorite memory of Mike’s from

Habitable Worlds 2017 that left him starstruck was

getting to meet and even go on a hike with former

NASA astronaut and Chief Scientist Dr. John Grunsfeld. 

“NExSS has done a great job focusing the
community. I think it’s a great way to

condense the community from the very
disparate and diffuse science world that
we’re in to bring us together on this one

topic: habitability.”

Outside of science, Mike uses his journalism skills

developed from years as a “yerd” or “yearbook nerd” to

produce and host a podcast titled Strange New Worlds:
A Science & Star Trek Podcast. “I learned a lot from my

12 years on yearbook staffs, and I think it helped to strike

a nice balance between science and the humanities in

my life.”

One of his favorite moments that overlapped between

his academic and artistic worlds was during AbSciCon

2019 when he got to meet and interview Anthony Rapp,

who plays astromycologist Paul Stamets on Star Trek:

Discovery. 

“[My podcast] is a way to give back to the
community. I really strongly believe that

science is for everyone. There’s no one on
this planet that doesn’t deserve to know
about the amazing discoveries that we

make in academia. I am passionate about
science communication, and this is a way
that I can make science more accessible

and reach more people.”

Looking ahead, Mike is excited to add a deeper layer of

understanding to his research by incorporating

complexity science, network science, information theory

and thermodynamics. “Understanding those abstract

concepts that stem from pure mathematics and

theoretical physics is something I want to wrap into my

astrobiological framework for trying to understand what

life is and how best to search for it.” After years of

developing a deep chemical understanding of planetary

systems through his PhD, he’s ready to tackle his

scientific questions from a complexity-driven angle. 

“I think there are a lot of hidden gems
waiting to be found—hidden truths of what

life actually is—that will help us with
agnostic searches for life, especially life as

we don’t know it.”
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THE EXOPLANET DEMOGRAPHICS

CONFERENCE 2020

The first Exoplanet Demographics conference is officially

in the books! This virtual meeting ran from November 9th

through 13th and involved hundreds of participants—651

registrants, to be exact—from around the world to learn

from fellow experts on the big overarching questions in

exoplanet science. According to the conference website,

these included how to account for observational biases

when searching for the true underlying planet

population; what the sizes and relative locations of

exoplanets tell us about how planet formation happens;

how a host star’s properties influence and affect the

planets that form around them; and how future missions

could change our current understanding of exoplanets. It

was an intense week of talks, posters, and discussions

that successfully balanced different research disciplines

into two focus points: what do we know about
exoplanets, and what do we want to know?

The week began with a short introduction from the Chair

of the Scientific Organizing Committee, Dr. Jessie

Christiansen (see Page 12) of Caltech and NExScI, who

began with a land acknowledgement to honor the

Native Peoples who used to live on the land we now live

and work on. She then explained the format of the

meeting and the multiple tools available for continued

discussion of ideas, including the busy Slack workspace

(pictured at right) and virtual networking space through

Wonder specifically dedicated to the conference. One

unique piece of the Exoplanet Demographics

conference was the open inclusion of science fiction

authors, poets, and artists. A collaboration between Dr.

Christiansen and one editor/author, Heather Clitheroe,

produced the Heavy Metal Jupiters and Other Places

series. These anthologies are collections of short stories,

poems, and artwork written by professional science

fiction writers and inspired by scientists and their

research as presented in their conference abstracts. This

was perhaps the first STEM + art collaborations done

focusing on exoplanets and was a very enjoyable

addition to the conference itself. All five issues (one for

each conference day) are now available to everyone to

enjoy.
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The scope of science represented at the conference was

enormous, spanning topics ranging from the apparent

anomalies in planetary numbers and sizes to the

triumphs and limitations of space telescopes (and hopes

for future missions) to the relationships between

exoplanets and their host stars to the orbital,

compositional, and atmospheric properties of the

exoplanets themselves. Each session began with an

overarching, 30-minute talk (including questions) to set

up the theme of the session and introduce the historical

and scientific details of the topic. Talks aside from those

were around 12 minutes long with some time for

questions at the end, allowing for a far more focused

look at certain parameters or celestial conditions.

Questions and answers were moderated by a session

chair, who varied depending on the session topic. The

conference also included Poster POP talks, during which

presenters presented their work in poster format in

under 60 seconds each. Poster presenters submitted

their POP talks as a short video which were then

streamed in sequence during the conference. This

avoided any delays due to videoconferencing difficulties

and allowed every speaker to present their work in their

own words.

Many presenters hinted at upcoming results that will

soon be released to the entire NExSS community. All

presentations prompted questions and Slack-based

discussions from attendees, and the addition of the

Wonder room allowed people to converse during the

scheduled breaks as “face-to-face” as possible. Thanks to

the many Twitter users who live-tweeted the conference,

including the official NExSS Twitter account, this

conference also reached non-attendees and saw great

engagement and questions from the general public. You

can read these tweets and the accompanying quotes by

searching the #ExoDem2020 hashtag on social media.

EXOPLANET DEMOGRAPHICS CONTINUED
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A parallel event that occurred on the Thursday evening

of the week was a panel featuring science fiction writers

who work in television, movies, and publishing and

moderated by Dr. Phil Plait, cheekily known on Twitter as

@BadAstronomer. This panel, titled “World-Building:

How Science Sculpts Science Fiction” was sponsored by

the IPAC/Caltech and the Keck Institute for Space

Studies and featured Becky Chambers, Mary Robinette

Kowal, John Scalzi, and Simon Guerrier (shown above). It

was a delightful hour of friendly banter and discussion of

the research that these writers do prior to constructing

the settings of their stories and the mutually beneficially

relationships between science fiction creative writers

and scientists. For instance, Simon Guerrier, a writer on

the Dr. Who television series, discussed the then-fictional

idea of ice volcanoes first seen on a Dr. Who episode

from the 1970s. Today, scientists have now observed

cryovolcanism on many worlds in the solar system and

it’s assumed there are cryovolcanically-active exoplanets

too! There were many laughs, especially when these

authors pointed out plot holes in popular stories, most

memorably one about a pick-axe taken on a spacewalk

to fix a spacecraft in a Netflix series. It was a timely

complement to the Exoplanet Demographics

conference, as it served another reminder of how

scientific discoveries influence more than just research.

EXOPLANET DEMOGRAPHICS CONTINUED

Overall, the Exoplanet Demographics conference was a

great success, and has so far received a high amount of

positive feedback. We in NExSS sincerely thank the

Scientific and Local Organizing Committees for the

enormous amount of work that went into planning and

running this conference. We also thank IPAC/Caltech

and NExScI for running this conference. Your extensive

efforts are seen and appreciated. We are looking forward

to the next one!
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BONUS!
DR. JESSIE CHRISTIANSEN ON THE VIRTUAL

EXOPLANET DEMOGRAPHICS CONFERENCE

Q: What was your overall impression of
the event? 

I was so pleased with how it went. The talks

were great, the session chairs kept everyone

to time, the discussion was lively, and the

technology worked as well as could be

expected! I was ready to collapse afterwards

though.

Q: What was it like to run this virtual
conference?
 
This first year of everything going virtual

suddenly was always going to be a bit of a

scramble. We were lucky to have a few

previous examples over the summer to learn

from, and we certainly interrogated everyone

as to what had worked and what hadn’t! I

think it came together well, especially the

ways we facilitated interaction. I don’t think

we hit on the right solution for the posters,

and I’ll be curious to watch the next round of

virtual meetings to see if anyone comes up

with something really useful and intuitive

that fosters discussion. Going virtual also had

the advantage of allowing us to reach a much

wider audience than an in-person meeting

would have, and I think that’s important to

keep in mind for addressing accessibility in

astronomy and academia going forward.

Q: Do you think the conference's
objectives were reached? 

My goal for the conference was to bring

together all the pieces of our understanding

of the true population of planets in our

Galaxy and try to weave them together into a

larger picture. I was very impressed by the

range of science that was covered by the

speaker– from the smallest planets to the

largest, from the hottest planets to the

coldest, from the oldest stars and stellar

remnants to the youngest! We still have a lot

of unanswered questions about exoplanet

demographics but the field has moved so far

in the last two decades.

Q: What was your favorite part?
My favourite part was sitting back and

soaking in all the amazing science! It was

great to see people using the technology

(Slack, Zoom, Wonder) to interact, it was

gratifying to see the strengths of each

platform getting picked up and exploited by

the attendees. Getting to chat with familiar

faces in the Zoom webinars and in the

Wonder rooms was wonderful after nearly a

year of very little contact with my broader

community of colleagues. And giving early

career exoplaneteers a chance to shine and

watching them rise to the occasion was

wonderful too.
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Thank you for reading the NExSS

Newsletter and for all your support for

SCWG this year. We wish everyone in

NExSS a very wonderful, safe holiday 

season and a happy new year. 

See you in 2021!


